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Meze In Istanbul Kulinarische Spaziergange Und Or
Winner of the Writers' Guild Award for Best Debut Novel Longlisted for the Authors' Club First Novel Award 'Look for your sister after each dive. Never
forget. If you see her, you are safe.' Hana and her little sister Emi are part of an island community of haenyo, women who make their living from diving
deep into the sea off the southernmost tip of Korea. One day Hana sees a Japanese soldier heading for where Emi is guarding the day’s catch on the beach.
Her mother has told her again and again never to be caught alone with one. Terrified for her sister, Hana swims as hard as she can for the shore. So begins
the story of two sisters suddenly and violently separated by war. Moving between Hana in 1943 and Emi as an old woman today, White Chrysanthemum
takes us into a dark and devastating corner of history — and two women whose love for one another is strong enough to triumph over the evils of war.
From master storyteller Stewart O'Nan, a timely moral thriller of the Jewish underground resistance in Jerusalem after the Second World War. In 1945, with
no homes to return to, Jewish refugees set out for Palestine in their tens of thousands. City of Secrets follows one survivor, Brand, as he tries to regain
himself after losing everyone he's ever loved. Now driving a taxi provided - like his new identity - by the underground, he navigates the twisting streets of
Jerusalem as well as the overlapping, sometimes deadly loyalties of the resistance. Alone, haunted by memories, he tries to become again the man he was
before the war - honest, strong, capable of moral choice. He falls in love with Eva, a fellow survivor and member of his cell, reclaims his faith, and commits
himself to the revolution, accepting secret missions that grow more and more dangerous even as he begins to suspect he's being used by their cell's dashing
leader, Asher. By the time Brand understands the truth, it's too late, and the tragedy that ensues changes history. A noirish, deeply felt novel of intrigue and
identity written in O'Nan's trademark lucent style, City of Secrets asks how both despair and faith can lead us astray, and what happens when, with the
noblest intentions, we join movements beyond our control.
DANGEROUSLY GOOD. DISTINCTIVELY DEAVER. Forensic detective Lincoln Rhyme is back with his most harrowing case yet in this newest
installment of Jeffrey Deaver's New York Times bestselling series. A businessman snatched from an Upper East Side street in broad daylight. A miniature
hangman's noose left at the scene. A nine-year-old girl, the only witness to the crime. With a crime scene this puzzling, forensic expertise of the highest
order is absolutely essential. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are called in to investigate. Soon the case takes a stranger turn: a recording surfaces of the
victim being slowly hanged, his desperate gasps the backdrop to an eerie piece of music. The video is marked as the work of The Composer... Despite their
best efforts, the suspect gets away. So when a similar kidnapping occurs on a dusty road outside Naples, Italy, Rhyme and Sachs don't hesitate to rejoin the
hunt. But the search is now a complex case of international cooperation--and not all those involved may be who they seem. Sachs and Rhyme find
themselves playing a dangerous game, with lives all across the globe hanging in the balance.
This compact, illustrated handbook is a concise but comprehensive resource that introduces medical students, general medical practitioners and
gynecologists to the significance of the human papillomaviruses in the etiology of cervical cancer. All chapters are fully referenced and written by experts
in the field. The content review virus structure, the epidemiology of HPV, the latest advances in HPV vaccination, and new markers for cervical disease.
The Potato King
The Burial Hour
Keyboard layouts
8th IFIP WG 11.11 International Conference, IFIPTM 2014, Singapore, July 7-10, 2014, Proceedings
First International Conference, PhyCS 2014, Lisbon, Portugal, January 7-9, 2014, Revised Selected Papers
Principles, Methods and Applications

This collection of English-language standards focuses on the ISO/IEC 9995 series of standards dealing
with the development and configuration of keyboards and input devices for international use. It is an
essential source of information for programmers, software developers and hardware manufacturers.
A BBC RADIO 2 BOOK CLUB CHOICE SHORTLISTED FOR THE KERRY GROUP IRISH NOVEL OF THE
YEAR AWARD LONGLISTED FOR THE INTERNATIONAL DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD Unintentional
psychic Maud Drennan arrives to look after Cathal Flood, a belligerent man hiding in his filthy, catfilled home. Her job is simple: clear the rubbish, take care of the patient. But the once-grand house
has more to reveal than simply its rooms. There is a secret here, and whether she likes it or not, Maud
may be the one to finally uncover what has previously been kept hidden . . . * In the US, this book is
published under the title Mr Flood's Last Resort
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th IFIP WG 11.11 International Conference on
Trust Management, IFIPTM 2014, held in Singapore, in July 2014. The 12 revised full papers and 5
short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 36 submissions. In addition, the
book contains one invited paper. The papers cover a wide range of topics focusing on the following
main areas: trust and reputation models; privacy issues and social and behavioral models of trust; the
relationship between trust and security; trust under attacks and trust in the cloud environment.
Essen wie in Istanbul Jeder von uns kennt jemanden, der gerade in Istanbul war oder unbedingt
dorthin will – wenn es eine City gibt, die derzeit in aller Munde ist, ist es Istanbul. Wenn man das
Glück hatte, schon einmal in der quirligen Metropole am Bosporus gewesen zu sein, möchte man das
unvergleichliche Aroma dieser Stadt am liebsten gleich in der heimischen Küche nachempfinden.
Einfach atemberaubend, diese alle Sinne ansprechende Melange aus orientalischen Gerichten,
duftenden Gewürzbasaren, würziger Mittelmeerluft und den warmen, sonnigen Farben der Gemüse
und Kräuter, aus denen die kreative Köche Istanbuls herrliche, mundwässernde Häppchen zaubern:
die sogenannten Meze, wie sie die Leute in Istanbul mögen. Unterwegs mit echten Kennern: Die
kulinarische Entdeckungsreise von GU Meze in Istanbul ist mehr als ein Buch. Es ist ein
genussreicher Stadtbummel mit fünf ausführlich beschriebenen Spaziergängen zu den besten Meze
Istanbuls. Es ist ein Kochbuch mit 50 Originalrezepten für authentische orientalische Gerichte zum
Nachkochen zu Hause. Und es ist ein ganz besonderer Reiseführer mit Adressen und kostenloser App
für den Bummel durch die Trendmetropole: zu den schönsten Plätzen, verwinkelten Gassen, hippen
Geschäften und besten Restaurants Istanbuls, und zwar abseits ausgetretener Touristenpfade. Um so
viel Insiderwissen zu sammeln, muss man die Stadt wirklich aus dem Effeff kennen – und das tun die
drei Autoren! Taneli Türkkan ist in Istanbul geboren, Erika Casparek-Türkkan hat lange in Istanbul
gelebt, und die dritte, Petra Casparek, ist die Tochter der beiden! So ist das Buch ein richtiges
Familienprojekt geworden, ein authentisches Koch- und Genusserlebnisbuch aus allererster Hand!
Zum Genießen vor Ort und zu Hause: Meze in Istanbul bringt uns direkt ins Herz der Metropole am
Bosporus. Rund 50 authentische Rezepte für Meze und orientalische Vorspeisen haben die drei
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Autoren aus Istanbul mitgebracht. Rezepte, die einfach und schnell gehen und es leicht machen, die
angesagten orientalischen Vorspeisen, Salate, Dips und Häppchen mit Fleisch, Fisch, Gemüse und
duftenden Gewürzen zu Hause nachzukochen. Die Rezepte für die orientalischen Gerichte stammen
direkt aus den kulinarischen Hotspots der Stadt: von Streetfood-Lokalen an den Fischmärkten,
Imbissständen im Basar, Restaurants mit Meerblick und Cafés und Tavernen rund um die Moscheen
und Paläste. Dabei hat die Autorenfamilie Casparek-Türkkan fünf spannende Spaziergänge erkundet,
die wir als Leser entweder beim Schmökern auf dem Sofa oder direkt vor Ort miterleben können:
Spaziergang 1 führt ins hippe Istanbul, wo in kleinen Gassen trendige Designläden auf altes
Handwerk treffen, moderne Bars und Clubs ebenso zu entdecken sind wie die versunkene Welt des
Orient Express. Spaziergang 2 stellt uns elegante Restaurants an der schicksten Einkaufsmeile
Istanbuls vor und führt auf den großen Fischmarkt und in authentisch orientalische Cafés und
Teehäuser mit Flair. Spaziergang 3 lässt uns die Pracht der historischen Altstadt bestaunen, von der
Hagia Sophia bis zum Topkapi Palast. Wir lernen unterwegs Köfte-Buden kennen und Läden, die
herrlichen Pudding anbieten, und wir picknicken im Gülhane Park. Spaziergang 4 entführt uns in das
Herz der Stadt, wo wir orientalisches Markttreiben pur erleben – herrlich bunte Basare wie den
Ägyptischen Basar, mit ihren verführerischen Imbissbuden, die authentisches orientalisches
Streetfood anbieten. Spaziergang 5 lässt uns auf den Wellen schaukeln, bei einer Bootsfahrt im
Bosporus zum berühmten Dienstagsmarkt in Kadiköy, wo wir in kleinen Tavernen und Fischlokalen
das Flair der Stadt mit superfrischen Meze genießen. Nachkochen, abheben! Locker verstreut im
Buch gibt’s zu den Genuss- und Geheimtipps zusätzliche Infos über kulturelle Besonderheiten des
Lebens in Istanbul: Ramadan und Hamam, das Geheimnis der türkischen Süßigkeiten, Getränke und
Fischspezialitäten. Bleibt nur noch, sich erst mit ein paar Meze daheim Appetit zu holen – und dann
ab in den Flieger! Meze in Istanbul von GU auf einen Blick: Essen wie in Istanbul: Ein
Genusserlebnisbuch für alle, die die Trendmetropole am Bosporus aus erster Hand erleben möchten:
von echten Kennern und Insidern geschrieben, zum Nachkochen und selber erkunden! Mit 50
authentischen Rezepten für orientalische Gerichte und Vorspeisen aus den besten Restaurants, Cafés,
Imbissbuden und Fischlokalen der angesagten Trendcity. Mit fünf ausführlichen Spaziergängen zu
den schönsten und hippsten Straßen, Plätzen, Läden und Restaurants der Stadt, plus kostenloser App
für den Bummel vor Ort.
Verification, Model Checking, and Abstract Interpretation
Feminist Expositions of the Old Testament in Africa (Tanzania) in the Context of the Office Held by
Deborah in Judges 4 and 5
The Dark Lake
Trust Management VIII
The Most Exclusive Hotels in the World
When My Heart Joins the Thousand

Everyone Was Sure She Was Gone For Good… Being back in Blue Ridge, Arizona, to help her grandmother was
almost a relief after her busy job as a nurse in a Tucson E.R. Aubrey Stuart badly needed a few weeks of peace
and quiet—but facing her past was another thing entirely. The boy she'd eloped with and hastily divorced ten
years ago had matured. And Gage Raintree the man was a thousand times more tempting than he'd been then.
…Except Her Ex They'd been too young and unsure of each other to fight back when their families decided they'd
made a terrible mistake—especially when Gage thought his duty was to devote his life to the family ranch. But
now he had six weeks before Aubrey went back to her career. Six weeks to show his first—and only—love he
deserved a second chance….
More than half of the world's megacities - cities with populations of ten million or more - are in Asia. This
compact and dynamically designed book introduces the work of several artists from the megacities of Seoul,
Beijing, Shanghai, Delhi, and Mumbai who are fueling their practices with materials found in those places and
responding with large, immersive sculptures indelibly marked by their urban contexts. Like the cities in which
they were conceived, the towering accumulations of stainless steel vessels, plastic wares, discarded
architectural elements, grocery products, and other found objects by artists Ai Weiwei, Choi Jeong Hwa, Subodh
Gupta, Han Seok Hyun, Hu Xiangcheng, Aaditi Joshi, Song Dong, Hema Upadhyay, Asim Waqif, Yin Xiuzhen, and
the collective flyingCity dazzle us with their sheer mass and strange transformative power, and envelop us in
complex global issues of migration, consumption, sustainability, and cultural heritage.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Verification, Model
Checking, and Abstract Interpretation, VMCAI 2015, held in Mumbai, India, in January 2015. The 24 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 53 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of
topics including program verification, model checking, abstract interpretation, abstract domains, program
synthesis, static analysis, deductive methods, program certification, error diagnosis, program transformation,
and hybrid and cyberphysical systems.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference of Young Computer Scientists,
Engineers and Educators, ICYCSEE 2015, held in Harbin, China, in January 2015. The 61 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 200 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics
related to intelligent computation in Big Data era, such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, algorithms,
natural language processing, image processing, MapReduce, social network.
White Chrysanthemum
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Ever the Brave
41st International Conference on Current Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science, Pec pod Sn?žkou,
Czech Republic, January 24-29, 2015, Proceedings
Megacities Asia
Boomtown am Bosporus
Physiological Computing Systems
The final nail-biting installment in the ten-part, award-winning Hanne Wilhelmsen series—bestselling in Norway and
throughout Europe—from Scandinavia’s most celebrated female crime writer, Anne Holt. Police investigator Kjell
Bonsaksen is a contented man in most areas of life, but for one mistake he made years ago that has rankled like a stone
in his shoe ever since: in 2001, a two-year-old girl was killed by a speeding car while playing in the road in front of her
home. The marriage of the toddler’s grief-stricken parents dissolved in the wake of the accident, and not long thereafter,
the girl’s mother died under mysterious circumstances. The girl’s father, Jonas, was convicted of his ex-wife’s murder
and sentenced to twelve years in prison. But Kjell Bonsaksen knew he was innocent. Now it’s 2016, and Kjell is looking
forward to his retirement to the French countryside with his wife. An uncomfortable chance encounter with Jonas at a
roadside gas station prompts him to dig out Jonas’s case files for Detective Henrik Holme, the resident cold case
prodigy. Henrik doesn’t take long to convince his beloved mentor, Hanne Wilhelmsen, that Jonas was wrongly convicted
for his ex-wife’s murder. As their investigation evolves, Hanne and Henrik uncover eerie connections to the recent
suicide of a right-wing extremist blogger whose fanatic ideologies seem incompatible with a desire to die. Masterfully
plotted, In Dust and Ashes is the outstanding finale to Anne Holt’s award-winning, politically and socially conscious
series, confirming Hanne Wilhelmsen as a character who will “get in your head—and stay there” (Entertainment Weekly).
A heartbreaking debut YA romance featuring a neuroatypical girl with a tragic history and the chronically ill boy trying to
break the vault encasing her heart. Alvie Fitz doesn’t fit in, and she doesn’t care. She’s spent years swallowing meds
and bad advice from doctors and social workers. Adjust, adapt. Pretend to be normal. It sounds so easy. If she can make
it to her eighteenth birthday without any major mishaps, she’ll be legally emancipated. Free. But if she fails, she’ll
become a ward of the state and be sent back to the group home. All she wants is to be left alone to spend time with her
friend, Chance, the one-winged hawk at the zoo where she works. She can bide her time with him until her emancipation.
Humans are overrated anyway. Then she meets Stanley, a boy who might be even stranger than she is—a boy who walks
with a cane, who turns up every day with a new injury, whose body seems as fragile as glass. Without even meaning to,
she finds herself getting close to him. But Alvie remembers what happened to the last person she truly cared about. Her
past stalks her with every step, and it has sharp teeth. But if she can find the strength to face the enemy inside her,
maybe she’ll have a chance at happiness after all.
'Superior storytelling... excellent' - Daily Mail A hot summer. A shocking murder. A town of secrets, waiting to explode... A
beautiful young teacher has been murdered, her body found in the lake, strewn with red roses. Local policewoman
Detective Sergeant Gemma Woodstock pushes to be assigned to the case, concealing the fact that she knew the
murdered woman in high school years before. But that's not all Gemma's trying to hide. As the investigation digs deeper
into the victim's past, other secrets threaten to come to light, secrets that were supposed to remain buried. The lake
holds the key to solving the murder, but it also has the power to drag Gemma down into its dark depths...
What is the relationship between the preeminent, cosmos-reconciling 'Christ' of Col 1:15-20 and the imprisoned 'Paul' of
1:24-29, who enigmatically 'completes' the former's afflictions as he declares to 'every person' the mystery, long
concealed but only now revealed by Israel's God to his holy ones? After finding solid exegetical ground through an
unprecedented and exhaustive study of the rare verb antanapleroo (in 1.24), Bruce Clark tackles this most intriguing, if
challenging question. He argues that Col 1, in accord with 2 Cor 5:18-6:4, presents Paul as the utterly unique diakonos
('minister') of the universal ekklesia and, therefore, as one whose afflictions uniquely complete Christ's own, so that
together, revealing the righteousness of God, they initiate the divine reconciliation of 'all things.'
Human Papillomavirus and Cervical Cancer
Christ, Paul, and the Reconciliation of All Things
His Only Wife
In Dust and Ashes
Light in a Dark House
The Hoarder
An ode to a life warmly lived, The Bread Exchange tells the story of one woman's hunger
for greater meaning in her life and how it has been enriched by the sharing of her
handmade bread. From her cozy kitchen in Berlin to a flat in London, from a deck in New
York City to huddling around a tandoor in Kabul, the author shares discoveries, stories,
and recipes from her inspiring travels. A busy fashion-industry professional with a breadbaking obsession, Malin Elmlid started offering her loaves to others in return for
recipes, handmade goods,and, above all, special experiences that come from giving
generously of yourself. Here is a book of tales and reflections, of wanderlust
connections, and more than 50 recipes for Malin's naturally leavened breads and other
delicious things collected on a journey honoring the staff and the stuff of life.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 41st International Conference on Current
Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science held in Pec pod Sn?žkou, Czech
Republic, during January 24-29, 2015. The book features 8 invited talks and 42 regular
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papers which were carefully reviewed and selected from 101 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections named: foundations of computer science; software and Web
engineering; data, information, and knowledge engineering; and cryptography, security,
and verification.
Available in English for the first time, Encouragement Makes Good Things Happen is a
translation of the bestselling German book Mut Tut Gut. It describes a courageous and
encouraging style of living and focuses on the belief that human encouragement is the
most important natural ingredient for the healthy development of human beings. Written in
an engaging and conversational tone, the book first explores the negative consequences of
discouragement on the individual and on society as a whole. It then discusses what
encouragement is, why it is important in people's lives, and how a person can encourage
both himself and others. Several exercises are also included to help guide readers in the
encouragement of others. Mental health practitioners of all disciplines and in any
setting will find that both they are their clients will benefit from the insights
garnered and tested by the author of this engaging and compelling book.
Both women and men were leaders since ancient times; however, few female leaders are
reported. Deborah is one of the powerful female leaders during the ancient Israel. This
work explored the feminist expositions of the Old Testament in Africa, with focus on the
context of the offices held by Deborah as narrated in the book of Judges Chapter 4 and 5.
The exegetical part shed light onto the role played by the female leaders among the
Israelites. The feminist paradigms in Judges 4 and 5 demonstrate how female characters in
these chapters construct a way to disagree with what seems to oppress women and deny
their leadership capability. The findings of this study determine that gender should not
be perceived as having an effect on leadership in general.
City of Secrets
The Health Professional's HPV Handbook
The Bread Exchange
Dear Mrs. Bird
The Grotlyn
The Anatomy of a Business Strategy
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Mit den E-Books der DuMont Bildatlanten sparen Sie Gewicht im Reisegepäck! Das E-Book basiert auf: 3.
Auflage 2016 DuMont Bildatlas Istanbul – die Bilder des Fotografen Frank Heuer zeigen faszinierende
Panoramen und ungewöhnliche Nahaufnahmen. Fünf Kapitel, gegliedert nach unterschiedlichen Interessen,
stellen die schönsten Plätze Istanbuls vor. Zu jedem Kapitel gehören Hintergrundreportagen und Specials, die
aktuelle und interessante Themen aufgreifen. Eines der DuMont Themen beantwortet die Frage, wie es sich in
einer Stadt, in der 98% der Einwohner Muslime sind, lebt. Ein anderes Thema verrät die Regeln des Basars und
ein weiteres widmet sich der jungen Musikszene der Metropole. Den Abschluss eines jeden Kapitels bilden
Infoseiten mit allen wichtigen Sehenswürdigkeiten, die auf dem nebenstehenden detaillierten Cityplan leicht zu
lokalisieren sind. Viele persönliche Tipps des Autors sowie Empfehlungen zu Hotels und Restaurants ergänzen
das Infoangebot. Wer abseits der Touristenpfade etwas Außergewöhnliches erleben möchte, folgt den DuMont
Aktivtipps: schwitzen Sie wie ein Sultan, erobern Sie historische Anlagen zu Fuß, radeln Sie auf den
Prinzeninseln oder wandern Sie auf die Burg von Anadolu Kavagi. Abgerundet wird der Bildatlas durch das
Servicekapitel, das praktische und allgemeine Informationen für die Vorbereitung der Reise beinhaltet sowie
Daten und Fakten zum Reiseland liefert. Tipp: Erstellen Sie Ihren persönlichen Reiseplan durch Lesezeichen und
Notizen... und durchsuchen Sie das E-Book mit der praktischen Volltextsuche!
Legendary fashion maven Diana Vreelandat the urging of her editor Jackie Oauthored a classic volume in the
1980s on the quality of "allure" in fashion and in life. Now back in print, this new edition features a foreword
from the incomparable fashion designer Marc Jacobs. Throughout Allure, Vreeland lends her famous knack for
turning a phrase to an astonishing array of fashion, celebrity, and fine art photographs. Featuring images of
such luminaries as Maria Callas, Gertrude Stein, and Marilyn Monroeshot by superstar photographers such as
Man Ray, Cecil Beaton, and Richard AvedonAllure is poised to deliver Vreeland's unparalleled point of view to a
whole new generation.
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This charming, irresistible debut novel set in London during World War II about a young woman who longs to be
a war correspondent and inadvertently becomes a secret advice columnist is “a jaunty, heartbreaking winner”
(People)—for fans of The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society and Lilac Girls. Emmeline Lake and her
best friend Bunty are doing their bit for the war effort and trying to stay cheerful, despite the German planes
making their nightly raids. Emmy dreams of becoming a Lady War Correspondent, and when she spots a job
advertisement in the newspaper she seizes her chance; but after a rather unfortunate misunderstanding, she
finds herself typing letters for the formidable Henrietta Bird, renowned advice columnist of Woman’s Friend
magazine. Mrs. Bird is very clear: letters containing any Unpleasantness must go straight into the bin. But as
Emmy reads the desperate pleas from women who many have Gone Too Far with the wrong man, or can’t bear
to let their children be evacuated, she begins to secretly write back to the readers who have poured out their
troubles. “Fans of Jojo Moyes will enjoy AJ Pearce’s debut, with its plucky female characters and fresh portrait
of women’s lives in wartime Britain” (Library Journal)—a love letter to the enduring power of friendship, the
kindness of strangers, and the courage of ordinary people in extraordinary times. “Headlined by its winning lead
character, who always keeps carrying on, Pearce's novel is a delight” (Publishers Weekly). Irrepressibly funny
and enormously moving, Dear Mrs. Bird is “funny and poignant…about the strength of women and the
importance of friendship” (Star Tribune, Minneapolis).
Encouragement Makes Good Things Happen
Semantic Knowledge Representation for Information Retrieval
A Novel
Kulinarische Spaziergänge und Originalrezepte
Bell, Western Electric, and the Origins of the American Telephone Industry
'Atypical' and Flexible Working
Nowadays, distributed software development has become more common. In a distributed project setting, managing experience is even more
crucial than in a co-located project. Problems like ineffective communication, lack of awareness and trust and restrictive information flow
policies impede experience exchange and raise the overall effort for software engineers to collaborate. Moreover, sharing experiences is
usually not part of the development process and considered additional effort. This often leads to failure of the experience management initiative
due to a lack of participation. This thesis proposes a framework for qualitative and quantitative assessment of light-weight experience
collection. Light-weight methods primarily aim at lowering the perceived effort and return a reasonable benefit to the experience bearers. This
thesis proposes characterizing criteria of light-weight experience collection and a measurement system to measure gradations of expected
effort and benefit of an experience collection method. To support knowledge managers in choosing the appropriate collection method, this
thesis provides a catalogue of strategies from different categories and areas of application in distributed development projects.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Physiological Computing Systems, PhyCS 2014, held in Lisbon,
Portugal, in January 2014. The 10 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 52 submissions. They are
organized in topical sections named: methodologies and methods; devices; applications; and human factors.
From bestselling and award-winning crime writer Reginald Hill, a "chilling, frightening, page-turning tale" featuring Yorkshire coppers Andy
Dalziel and Peter Pascoe, "that won't let you go, even when you finally put it down." (Providence Journal). Caught in the blast of a huge
explosion, Detective Superintendent Andy Dalziel lies on a hospital bed, with only a life support system and his indomitable will between him
and the Great Beyond. Meanwhile, his colleague, Chief Inspector Peter Pascoe, is determined to find those responsible. Ignoring his own
injuries, the advice of his friends, and the pleas of his wife, Pascoe follows a winding trail to the Templars, a mysterious group that believes the
only way to fight terrorism is through terror. Where the arm of the law cannot reach, their work begins. Soon Pascoe comes to suspect that they
may have support and sympathy in high places, from men ready to accept the death of a policeman or of any other innocent bystander as
regrettable but unavoidable collateral damage. From the streets of Manchester to the Yorkshire countryside, Pascoe searches for the truth. And
above it all, like a huge zeppelin threatening to break from its moorings, hovers the disembodied spirit of Andy Dalziel.
Finnish detective Kimmo Joentaa is called to the local hospital in which his young wife died several years before. An unidentified woman in a
coma has been murdered by someone who wept over the body, their tears staining the sheets around her. The death marks the start of a series
of killings, with the unknown patient at their centre. As autumn turns to winter, and Christmas fast approaches, Kimmo’s attempts to unravel
the case and identify the first victim are complicated by the disappearance of his sometime girlfriend, who has vanished after a party thrown by
the head of the police force, and by a colleague’s spiral into the depths of a gambling addiction.
The Silver Guide
International Conference of Young Computer Scientists, Engineers and Educators, ICYCSEE 2015, Harbin, China, January 10-12, 2015,
Proceedings
After Me Comes the Flood
Intelligent Computation in Big Data Era
A Mixed Basket
Towards the Multilingual Semantic Web

#1 New York Times bestselling author Candice Fox delivers a compulsive new crime thriller, which sees Ted Conkaffey once again
teaming up with an unlikely partner - this time the father of the girl he was accused of abducting . . . When former police detective
Ted Conkaffey was wrongly accused of abducting thirteen-year-old Claire Bingley, he hoped the Queensland rainforest town of
Crimson Lake would be a good place to disappear. But nowhere is safe from Claire's devastated father. Dale Bingley has a brutal
revenge plan all worked out - and if Ted doesn't help find the real abductor, he'll be its first casualty. Meanwhile, in a dark roadside
hovel called the Barking Frog Inn, the bodies of two young bartenders lie on the beer-sodden floor. It's Detective Inspector Pip
Sweeney's first homicide investigation - complicated by the arrival of private detective Amanda Pharrell to 'assist' on the case.
Amanda's conviction for murder a decade ago has left her with some odd behavioural traits, top-to-toe tatts - and a keen eye for
killers. For Ted and Amanda, the hunt for the truth will draw them into a violent dance with evil. Redemption is certainly on the
cards - but it may well cost them their lives . . . 'Definitely a writer to watch' Harlan Coben 'A bright new star of crime fiction' James
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Patterson
To date, the relation between multilingualism and the Semantic Web has not yet received enough attention in the research
community. One major challenge for the Semantic Web community is to develop architectures, frameworks and systems that can
help in overcoming national and language barriers, facilitating equal access to information produced in different cultures and
languages. As such, this volume aims at documenting the state-of-the-art with regard to the vision of a Multilingual Semantic Web, in
which semantic information will be accessible in and across multiple languages. The Multilingual Semantic Web as envisioned in this
volume will support the following functionalities: (1) responding to information needs in any language with regard to semantically
structured data available on the Semantic Web and Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, (2) verbalizing and accessing semantically
structured data, ontologies or other conceptualizations in multiple languages, (3) harmonizing, integrating, aggregating, comparing
and repurposing semantically structured data across languages and (4) aligning and reconciling ontologies or other conceptualizations
across languages. The volume is divided into three main sections: Principles, Methods and Applications. The section on
“Principles” discusses models, architectures and methodologies that enrich the current Semantic Web architecture with features
necessary to handle multiple languages. The section on “Methods” describes algorithms and approaches for solving key issues
related to the construction of the Multilingual Semantic Web. The section on “Applications” describes the use of Multilingual
Semantic Web based approaches in the context of several application domains. This volume is essential reading for all academic and
industrial researchers who want to embark on this new research field at the intersection of various research topics, including the
Semantic Web, Linked Data, natural language processing, computational linguistics, terminology and information retrieval. It will
also be of great interest to practitioners who are interested in re-examining their existing infrastructure and methodologies for
handling multiple languages in Web applications or information retrieval systems.
Once upon a time there was a Prussian King, Frederick, also known as Fritz, who saw potential in the lowly potato -- a newly
introduced crop from South America -- and decided to plant it for his people. However, it quickly became clear that his subjects
didn't like being told what to eat. Determined to see the potato thrive, Fritz cleverly used reverse psychology to pique his people's
curiosity and make the crop popular, and the potato has flourished ever since.his people's curiosity and make the crop popular, and
the potato has flourished ever since. Potato-stamp illustrations throughout are simple and effective, exhibiting Neimann's trademark
wit and playfulness. The book includes a short informational note on the historical background to the story. Readers will be interested
to discover how one of today's most common foods likely rose to popularity and may also be inspired by the king's creative problem
solving.
This beautiful and melancholic novella, set in the Glarner mountains in Switzerland, is told from the viewpoint of a child whose
innocence of the world is combined with an acute sense of the danger present beneath the harmony of nature. Seven-year-old
Katharina Ryhner is sent up the mountain to stay with her grandmother while her mother gives birth to her sixth child. It rains
everyday and all the talk is of the danger of landslides. The little girl worries. When the time comes to go home, Katharina, filled with
an increasing and inexplicable sense of doom, refuses to leave. Then, hearing a deafening thunderclap, she looks down the valley: a
huge chunk of the mountainside is hurtling towards her home.
The Republic of Plato
Light-weight Experience Collection in Distributed Software Engineering
Meze in Istanbul
Tales and Recipes from a Journey of Baking and Bartering
Redemption Point
The debut novel by the bestselling author of THE ESSEX SERPENT One hot summer's day, John Cole decides to leave his life behind. He shuts
up the bookshop no one ever comes to and drives out of London. When his car breaks down and he becomes lost on an isolated road, he goes
looking for help, and stumbles into the grounds of a grand but dilapidated house. Its residents welcome him with open arms - but there's more
to this strange community than meets the eye. They all know him by name, they've prepared a room for him, and claim to have been waiting for
him all along. Who are these people? And what do they intend for John? Elegant, gently sinister and psychologically complex, After Me Comes
the Flood is the haunting debut novel by the author of The Essex Serpent.
This book covers the basics of semantic web technologies and indexing languages, and describes their contribution to improve methods of
formal knowledge representation and reasoning. The methodologies included combine the specifics of indexing languages, Web representation
languages and intersystem relations, and explain their contribution to search functionalities in information retrieval scenarios. An example
oriented discussion, considering aspects of conceptual and semantic interoperability in processes of subject querying and knowledge
exploration is provided. The book is relevant to information scientists, knowledge workers and indexers. It provides a suitable combination of
theoretical foundations and practical applications.
With King Aodren insisting on making her a noblewoman in exchange for saving him, Britta reluctantly agrees, but she soon is tasked with
rescuing the kingdom once more from an enemy that has Channeler powers like herself.
A stunningly illustrated picture book full of mystery and suspense, from the bestselling author of THE STORM WHALE and GRANDAD’S
ISLAND.
Hanne Wilhelmsen Book Ten
Keyboard and input technology for text and office systems
Stone Flood
Death Comes for the Fat Man
Allure
16th International Conference, VMCAI 2015, Mumbai, India, January 12-14, 2015, Proceedings
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